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In last Friday’s Richard Cluver Predicts column I told readers that I am deeply
concerned by the current outlook for the world’s investment markets because I cannot
recall a period in the last half century when so many monetary imponderables have
been stacked together at one time.
And, as I warned was likely in my
December issue, ShareFinder’s cyclic
analysis of New York’s S&P500 Index
suggests that a sharp half-year-long
decline is already under way as the
world’s leading markets take to heart
these new realities. If the correction
traced out in the graph on the right
proves to be correct, then Wall Street is
set to fall some eleven percent between
its December 30 peak and mid-June.
The likely trigger for this decline could
be a re-run of the sub-prime crisis of
2008 sparked by a collapse of the US
junk bond market which has lately been
a major funder of the US oil fracking
industry where yields have lately fallen
to an unprecedented 5% - just three
percentage points higher than the riskfree 10-year T-Bond. With loan capital
so cheap it is hardly surprising that the
oil frackers took advantage to the
extent that they are now reported to
account for some 20 percent of the
entire
junk-bond
market
and,
furthermore, that during 2014 some 61
percent of the junk bonds issued were
to the energy sector.
It is estimated that the average fracking company breaks even between $55 and $85 a barrel
and so the current world oil price, at $50 a barrel and falling, clearly spells bankruptcy in the
short-term for most of them and, inevitably a collapse of the junk bond market. It is unlikely,
however, that the fracking wells will cease producing oil once the companies are liquidated.
Whoever takes over the wells after liquidation has removed most of the loan costs, will be able
to produce oil at between $10 and $25 which implies that, even if crude oil falls to $29 a barrel
as ShareFinder forecasts it will by late February (see my second graph composite) an oil
oversupply is likely to continue for some years to come.
Cheap oil is, of course, a massive opportunity for oil importing countries like China and South
Africa (though it is bad news for owners of Sasol shares). In turn, cheaper oil equates to a
degree of economic recovery in China which might in turn be expected to increase its
purchases of primary minerals from countries like South Africa. So a double benefit might be
coming our way. But it will take time for these benefits to play out and in the meantime the
world needs to cope with a series of systemic problems, all of which threaten quite large
economic consequences and consequently significant investment market volatility.

The first of these is the consequence of the oil price decline which is having a dramatic effect
upon energy producers like Russia and Nigeria. When, in the Russian case it is combined with
trade sanctions in retaliation for military invasion of the Ukraine, the economic consequences
are dire and analysts are concerned that Prime Minister Vladimir Putin might be consequently
provoked into increasing military adventures on his eastern borders in order to retain the
popular support of his voting masses who reportedly admire his “iron man” image.
Now, as I pointed out last Friday, add into this volatile mixture the recent inexplicable elements
of militant Islam as evidenced by the almost mediaeval behaviour of the “Islamic State and,
closer to home, Boko Haram, the recent shooting up of a Sydney coffee bar and now a
Parisian newspaper which are beginning to tip scales in favour of right-wing politics throughout
the West
Further instability stems from China’s growing probability of a “hard landing” as it struggles with
a race against time to convert its economy from an old-style communist system of heavilysubsidised and very outmoded and inefficient smokestack industries into a modern
entrepreneurial state.
Meanwhile, simultaneously in China’s back yard, far eastern economies are being thrown into
economic disarray by Japanese prime minister Shinzo Abe who, having just sought and been
granted a fresh vote of confidence by his people in a snap election, now obviously considers
himself to have a mandate to continue which his own mix of reflation, government spending
and growth strategy which has so far
effectively halved the savings of his
people and seems certain to impoverish
them further in the immediate future. It is
another toxic cocktail which will obviously
help to inflame already delicate political
relations in the “Pacific Rim” countries. As
a result a military confrontation between
Japan and China is not being ruled out by
strategists at this time.
So it is not at all surprising that world
markets have been weak since the
middle of 2014 and if ShareFinder is
correct in its projections in the topmost
composite on this page, they are likely to
continue falling until late March or early
April with overall declines of the order of
13 percent. These should be seen merely
as corrections after a period of
overheating. However matters could get a
good deal worse if any of the fragile
events I have listed worsen significantly.
Happily for South African investors,
however,
the
steep
declines
of
September and October 2014 took the
pressure off the market with the result that
the All Share Index has been in steady
recovery since mid October and appears
likely to continue recovering for most of
2015 as traced out by my second
composite. And SA Blue Chips are likely to
fare even better as illustrated by my final
composite on this page.
Note however, in the worst case scenario
of contagion from a US market melt down

if the dire warnings of junk-bond watchers should eventuate, these projections are obviously unlikely to
remain so positive.
The Prospects Portfolio

The performance of the 2011 Prospects Portfolio continues to astound observers having achieved a
32.6 percent compound annual average growth rate since its inception in January 2011. From a starting
sum of R1-million it is now worth R2 563 522 and at this rate will be worth R8 530 000 in five years time
at which stage it should be delivering a total annual dividend income of R221 000. Readers viewing the
current holdings displayed below for the first tine should note that the least growth has understandably
been achieved by our most recent purchases of MTN, Howden and EOH which were bought as the
market bottomed out late last year.

Given my concerns about the international market
outlook I would at this stage prefer to be holding a
little more cash, but I am otherwise content to be
sitting with the current spread.
Were I, however, to dispose of anything in this
portfolio it would at this stage be Checkers which like
most food retailers is at this stage making somewhat
heavy weather of current market conditions and, as
the graph on the right suggests, appears likely for a
further downward adjustment in the medium term.

Top SA Performers:

The following shares are offered as suggested replacements for any in your portfolio that are
achieving lesser growth rates than the ShareFinder Blue Chip average growth rates. The
shares listed in the first block below have been selected because of their investment grade
quality and their very high dividend growth rate and superior investment safety. The second
block of ten offer significantly higher dividend growth rates but at the price of a greater degree of investment risk:
The shares listed in the third block below have been selected because of their investment
grade quality and their very high price growth rates. These offer superior investment safety.
Those in the fourth block generally offer significantly higher price growth rates but at the price
of a greater degree of investment risk:

Investment Grade Underperformers
Listed below as usual are all shares which have been underperforming the Quality List averages in respect of price growth rates over the past five years. Note that all the shares listed qualify for inclusion in
the ShareFinder Quality list because of their consistent dividend growth rates over many years and
those listed in green under the Dividend Growth heading have been consistently delivering aboveaverage dividend growth rates over at least the past five years. Being an underperformer is not necessarily an argument for disposing of any of these shares, but readers should note that if a share has
failed to deliver above average price growth over as long a period as five years, then it is unlikely in the
short to medium term to get much better. Some shares which feature in this list are gladly included in
many portfolios of investors seeking dividend income rather than pure capital growth. So before you
decide to ditch any of these, do your research carefully. To help you in this regard, we include a “Total
Return” column which is the sum of the dividend yield and the annualised capital growth rate average
over five years.

Unit Trusts
The topmost (green flagged) unit trusts listed below conform to the ideal that the latest annual price
growth rate is greater than the average of the past five years (Half) and the five-years average is
greater than that of the previous ten years (Full). In the groups that follow it should be noted that a
high ten-year growth average is seldom followed by similarly high interim growth rate which underscores the fact that it is very difficult ever to select consistently high-performing funds. Trusts with
the lowest Risk number are the least price-volatile.

